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AGREEMENT

This agreement is executed at colege premises, Khujtipara, Nanoor on this
8 15th June 2OL7, by Sk. Ataur Rahaman S/O-late Sk. Hamider Rahaman, as a

, Principal of 'Chandidas Mahavidyala,, Khujutipara, p.S.- Nanoor, Dist_n 
Birbhum, PIN-731215,West Bengal, here in after called the FIRST pARTy.

E nnu

u 
Mr' Sk. Farid Uddin s/o-late sk. Bajlur Rahaman as an Entrepreneur of

e "lndira Brodband", registered office at Bolpur supper market, pin_731204,

g Bolpur, Birbhum here in after called the SECOND pARTy.

Here both the parties as legal heirs, successors, representatives,
administrators, executors and assignees, acknowredge the statement as

6 
below.

And where as in response to seek uninterrupted internet service of the 1.t
party the following conditions are put by the 2nd party and mutuaily agreed.
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1. For wireless internet service the requisite infrastructure will be installed on the

roof top of the college premises and the whole cost will be borne by both the
parties equally.

2. The share of the infrastructural cost will be adjusted with the recurring revenue

accruable to the 2nd party time to time.
j. lnternet service, WlFl, will be on at the speed of 25mbps via high speed router

installed in the campus. This speed will be increasing based upon the demand

and necessities of the college time to time with enhancing cost of service

proportionately. Of course this speed and quality of service along with
corresponding cost will categorically be mentioned in under mentioned table

4. The agreement is initially made for a 5(Five) years which will be executed for a

period of 10(ten) years. This will be renewed after every 5 years under the same

terms and conditions.

5. That for any future abnormal incidence, like lightening or any other natural

calamity the restoration cost as regards infrastructure will be borne by the 1't
party.

6. Recurring cost ofservice will be increasedby !0o/o on yearly basis.

7. That the 2nd party shall not claim to the first party for any kind of share of cost
incurred in infrastructure on expiry of this agreement.

8. If either of the parties wants to terminate the agreement before-the expiry of
period then at least 3 months time period will be given to each other for own
adjustment.

9. That all day to day maintenance for any minor repairing at only outside of the
premises shall be borne by the 2nd party.

10.That both the parties had signed on this Agreement with their sound mind, good

health.

11.That the 2nd party shall abide by all the rules and regulations of all concerned
authorities.

12. All disputes between the parties will be resolved by mutual discussions. The
courts at Suri shall have jurisdiction to resolve the disputes.
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NOW THEREFORE THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSED AND IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN

THE PARTIES HERE TO AS FOLLOWS:-



ln Witness whereof, the 1't Party and 2nd Party have set their respective hands

and seals on the 15th June and 20L7 year first above.

Witness:
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ror,"Chandidas Mahavidyala, Khujutipara,
Birbhum,

For, 'Indira Brdband', Bolpur Supper market,
Bolpur, Birbhum

9(.1/a/'/ (/.-".
(Sk.Ataur Rahaman).

Principal

Chandidas Mahavidyala, Khujutipara,
Birbhum,

"'--=rfe*;.1,,-Ll"a
(Sk.Farid Uddin)

EntIepreneur
'Indira Brdband', Bolpur Supper

market,Bolpur,Birbh um

Authorized SignatoryAuthorized Signatory

Principal
CHANDIOAS MAHAVIDYA.AYA

P.O.-Khujutipara
Dist-Birbtum
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